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Free ebook The best of poetry thoughts that breathe and words that burn in two hundred
poems (2023)

this book contains a collection of poems written over the years beginning in 1993 some of them were written from the perspective of a spectator and some were written from personal
experience but all were written from the heart this book of poetry describes the profound thoughts unspoken giving you a moment of allowing your mind to step out of its comfort zone and
explore beyond what you re use to giving you a chance to gain an understanding of someone s mind that can make you crave to go deeper into the rabbit s hole a multitude of ways
expressing words to take you into the temptation of tantalizing moments spoken about r myers is back with her second book we all have thoughts but what would happen if you let them be
poems what would you say if you let your thoughts speak as loudly as you hear them this book of poetry and miniature stories is a collection of poems written over the years one of the
most important things in life is freedom of expression if you cannot verbally express yourself you should be able to write it all out for peace of mind sometimes just sitting and listening to
others life stories can be very interesting and eye opening it brings about ideas of things to write about and brings awareness to individual differences and similarities our stories are not
that different after all in this book the good the bad and the needs improvements are addressed life can be a journey and take you on rides youve never imagined some of the rides can be painful
some loving and romantic others disheartening to the point of wanting to give up but in the end we all have an inner strength that allows us to pick up the pieces and move forward a
collection of poetic works comprised of one s innermost thoughts and feelings written in the language of the people and brought to life so that they may live and breathe among us this is a
collection of poetry and thoughts through my eyes and the way i see the world or have experienced it i know that if i can make a difference in the lives of others with my words i know i was
successful in making the world a better place to live and my journey through life was well worth taking this book is easy to read and includes something for all ages a long awaited dream
come true a poem for your thoughts is a book of poems that takes a walk in your inner most thoughts you as a reader will feel as if we have had several conversations through what you
will read and how you can relate to what i have written you will be surprise shed tears laugh and feel loved the experience of reading these poems will not only having you thinking but
also provide you a solution to your problems the love relationships loss will have a morale and lesson that will put you at ease enjoy this mind and thought provoking experience because
you too can relate want to read poetry but don t know where to start imagine going on a journey every day of the year and never leaving your chair every time you turn the page to the
current date you will experience a new poem written to inspire gratitude or evoke positive feelings life is full of blessings the spirit will guide your way if you quiet your mind and listen this
poetry which is inspired mainly by everyday events may be about love hope or god is written to open the mind to one s inner emotion often invoking a smile or even a tear join us for warm
thoughtful words that will fill your day with joy motivation and love each day is a new day which brings new adventures and renewed light into your life this book is more about
articulating the thoughts that came in when i keenly noticed things around me from conversing to connecting with anything around was possible only by anxious observation each poem
unveils a hidden view which the reader may relate to their everyday life it has been said that the heart of the young doesn t truly understand the meaning of or have the ability to feel the
depths of true love i beg to differ as it is a young heart who loves without reservations without walls and without conditions how else can you explain the forgiveness an abused child
offers its parents daily or how an eighty year old man can still remember the kisses of his high school sweetheart when he can no longer remember his own name there is great power in the
young heart a power that does not easily fade when faced with trials it is this power that escapes the cynical heart and evades those clouded by age and rules this is a story of young
love a story of a deep strong and unfailing love that beat in the heart of a child who becomes a woman within these pages join her as she faces her fears to fight for the love she so
desperately desires sometimes our minds drift and we find ourselves in an alternate world where we get to create our own reality unfortunately these moments are lost as soon as we snap
back from this alternate world this book is about stories and experiences about times spent in this alternate world it brings these moments to life poem by poem each poem a shot of a
thought it is an album of thoughts packaged in words a slideshow that will stir both imagination and emotion thoughts to touch is a book of poetry that can relate to anyone no matter
where you re from or how long you have been around the poems are international themed full of love lost anger and happiness we all have feelings and many of us just hold them in this
group of poems just might help you speak out the conscious thoughts of a poetic mind is more than just a book and more than just a collection of poetry my book is an essential daily
reference for encouragement empowerment and inspiration writing has been a way of expressing my thoughts whether it was writing a letter lyrics to songs a plays or poetry it comes down
to transforming my mind out of bounds and setting my spirit free to create from the inner most part of your soul i never forgot what god had put on my heart to do his instructions were
clear to me write it down dream about it i ll give you what to say keep paper and pen ready listen to what people say listen to the birds in the morning listen to the rhythm of the objects
read take notes look around you you will hear what you need it s a matter of thoughts that will arouse your thinking from a different level to write in a way that is not the norm so this
is a result of me following and obeying what was given to me to do it s not me but god who continuously give meaning to the words so when you are listening to others it maybe a word or
a phrase just remember what has happened in the twinkling of an eye it s a matter of thoughts little pieces of inspiration picked up from several places make up this book yes it holds a bit of
me but i think youd find that it holds a lot more of you this is an archive of thoughts hers his yours mine ours pain bonds us more than we know this book is a collection of poems written by
from the age of 19 to the present day it s a wide ranging poetry book detailing my thoughts and emotions good and bad throughout these years of my life if you think of yourself as a
person of deep thought and intense feeling then this book would be an excellent read for you take the time to check it out peace book of poetry that courageously explores those wandering
thoughts that many of us often wonder about this book written by edwin debiew is a book of sudden thoughts which came over his mind within the last few months edwin wanted to capture
those thoughts in writing and decided to try his hand at poetry edwin debiew is a poet who thinks outside of the normal poetic structure and conforms to his own rules of writing poetry he
writes from his impromptu thoughts and allows the poems to develop in his mind while formulating the final product edwin s ink pen adapts a mind of its own and cuts like a sword when
needed and paints like a new brush at times edwin creates poems just like a lyricist who recites verse after verse using various rhyme schemes poetry defined is a freedom of expression that is
fluid like water simply meaning poetry can mean many things to many people but the greatest thing about the meaning is that it is whatever you want it to be of course there has to be some
grammatical and thematic cohesion but the meaning can span from a to z if your mind flows freely the process of aligning words concertedly to arrive at a point with the intention to
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generate feelings is a good definition this is edwin debiew s definition of poetry his new book impromptu poetry thoughts on my mind possesses various thought provoking themes while showing
a variety of rhyme schemes edwin uses real life examples of joy and daily issues and turns them into short poetic stories for readers to build upon from short tanaga s and clerihew s edwin
flows long with the opposite of invictus and r b songs and memories moreover impromptu poetry is edwin s story as he progresses in life his poems expounds on past experiences perceptions by
others and relationships with others of the world edwin gives credence in love poems for women to declare their great place in society impromptu poetry will make many laugh think invoke
inner feelings and motivate and guide people through the mind of a man who continues to strive for the best life has to offer poet leroy robert allen has experienced an exciting and unusual
life most of his poetry in my thoughts that were never taught relates to how he was raised on the road and educated in the school of hard knocks and how he has been inspired by life s
struggles as well as its pleasures this selected compilation is a succinct illustration of allen s inherent ability to relate his thoughts to his readers in my thoughts allen shares ideas
that were never taught in any classroom but are truly results from those winding curves and slippery slopes he tackled on the road of life his passion now lies in his writing lived collected
and refined the final result my thoughts offers enjoyment and provides a glimpse at life through the eyes of a man who has experienced it all and now shares his memories in verse this is a book
of poetry the content of which has been evolving over a lifetime any talent demonstrated here had not come to bare until i decided to include the project in my bucket list any social
political or religious leanings you may detect are in no way meant to offend they have also taken a lifetime to evolve i hope you can enjoy the poems for what they are meant to be stories
that rhyme that may hopefully provoke thought perhaps one or two will make you laugh a collection of poems those short thoughts that pop into your head that verbal representation
of emotion that is this book not deeply metaphorical or elusive but rather a path to find visceral emotion book of poetry here is a poem collection for everybody to lie back comfortably in
their couch holding a cup of cocoa and lose themselves into a world of thoughts these thoughts seem to be so rhythmic that we call them musical thoughts the poems in this book mainly
focus on nature human behavior and elements which influence mood of a person the verses of this book may reflect one or other point of your life just reading them may make you think that
the author lives in an imaginary world but a deeper look at the words will reveal you something very real something to which you can relate yourself this book is a simple yet powerful
book of poems ending each subject at a positive note when you go through each subject it gives you a sense of motivation encouragement and the feeling of completeness the rhyming tone of
each poetry maintains the fun and inquisitiveness in reading till the end this book helps all who has fallen in love or even thought to have fall in love to never give up because there is
always someone somewhere looking for the same thing they are but fear to say it out loud in my heart of hearts i want eternity i want someone who wants me for me i want the love of
words for a lifetime i want each time someone reads this book to let their inner most thoughts unleashed and be not afraid to say i love you a doorway to a secret garden is an
inspirational and beaming dive to the thoughts of a passionate writer each chapter holds the symbol of a petal containing a multitude of thoughts crowned with passion love light hope
and kindness make yourself your priority take a leave for a day this concrete jungle will not seize to function these venomous thoughts will not stop until they poison your brain these
small imperfections will not stop until they frustrate you to the core don t wait until your heart starts to rot start today start now mount on your stallion today a collection of
personal poetry inspired by world events personal events and random thoughts and feelings she feels the pain and the healing the grief and the gratefulness the anxiety and the hope he feels
them too she has thoughts that she does not speak of out loud and so does he we all do we fall we break we heal and we learn we all have thoughts that we try to decipher those random
thoughts that pop into our mind those emotions we can t explain that talent hidden in us they create abstract they create us their abstract thoughts is a poetry book that embarks on a
journey full of emotions that most young adults experience in their daily life through different points of views it covers themes such as depression love hope anxiety eating disorders
heartbreak expectations society and self discovery i often find myself wondering about the simple things that the world overlooks and i ask the question can i dive deeper into life deeper
than what is just the everyday norm a feeling of poetry takes you across the western plains of simplicity in a plan across a distant land and this book tries to explain or you can travel
through an area of distant space being there in the sky together you and i the imagination is sparked with creativity for its excitement its sadness its anger its wonder its realness this
experience is not so much about the outward but more about the inward expression of oneself or the feelings of things we encounter taking a concept from stop and smell the roses have you
ever stopped to think about these things and what they could mean a feeling of poetry explores these emotions and asks the question will you the reader explore the actual feelings
conveyed in this poetry for it s the simple things that matter dorian frost 1999 synesthesia the poet is back again with another bookof abstract poetry abstract thoughts touches on a
wide array of subjects that push and entice the readerto think and feel in ways they might not do normally it has no agenda but rather an objective that is tostimulate the reader s
creativity an attempt to amuse the musses so please enjoy thoughts in poetry is my latest book that includes the ongoing process that takes on written form and expresses to my readers
my feelings about life nature and the emotions of love that in some way affects all people the following poetry is a compilation of universal truth and understanding that has related even
more understanding to me years later even after i wrote them so i composed the book the same way it related to me and to others one poem might express an understanding of one part of
yourself or life this year while the same poem might express another understanding of a whole new light of thought later in life ones development of mind and soul consciously in ones life is
a continuous process of understanding and healing daily yet some poems here might just be an interesting related thought or perception to you in either way the reading of these poems is as it
was written judgment free and open minded is to feel and understand life with an artistic and creative mindset for a positive and healing understanding for all of life well into the future of
all things known and unknown for us all master james a partch these thoughts are mine contains fictitious poetry with a variety of subject matter from scenarios of love to loss of love
and loss of life these poems have been developed by the imagination and fascination of emotion some poems may be sensitive in nature and should be read with the understanding that the
content has been seen and perceived from the mind of the author these thoughts are mine is intended to touch the hearts of others illuminate the human spirit and inspire people in hope faith and
love
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A Thought for Your Thoughts 2012-02

this book contains a collection of poems written over the years beginning in 1993 some of them were written from the perspective of a spectator and some were written from personal
experience but all were written from the heart

DEFINING THOUGHTS 2022-01-16

this book of poetry describes the profound thoughts unspoken giving you a moment of allowing your mind to step out of its comfort zone and explore beyond what you re use to giving you
a chance to gain an understanding of someone s mind that can make you crave to go deeper into the rabbit s hole a multitude of ways expressing words to take you into the temptation of
tantalizing moments spoken about

Thoughts That Became Poems 2023

r myers is back with her second book we all have thoughts but what would happen if you let them be poems what would you say if you let your thoughts speak as loudly as you hear them

Poetry's Poesy Vol. 1 2020-03-20

this book of poetry and miniature stories is a collection of poems written over the years one of the most important things in life is freedom of expression if you cannot verbally express
yourself you should be able to write it all out for peace of mind sometimes just sitting and listening to others life stories can be very interesting and eye opening it brings about ideas of
things to write about and brings awareness to individual differences and similarities our stories are not that different after all in this book the good the bad and the needs improvements are
addressed life can be a journey and take you on rides youve never imagined some of the rides can be painful some loving and romantic others disheartening to the point of wanting to give up
but in the end we all have an inner strength that allows us to pick up the pieces and move forward

Pure Thoughts 2007-10-19

a collection of poetic works comprised of one s innermost thoughts and feelings written in the language of the people and brought to life so that they may live and breathe among us

Thoughts That Breathe 2019-03-22

this is a collection of poetry and thoughts through my eyes and the way i see the world or have experienced it i know that if i can make a difference in the lives of others with my words i
know i was successful in making the world a better place to live and my journey through life was well worth taking this book is easy to read and includes something for all ages a long
awaited dream come true

My Poetry and Thoughts in Black and White 2009-03-16

a poem for your thoughts is a book of poems that takes a walk in your inner most thoughts you as a reader will feel as if we have had several conversations through what you will read
and how you can relate to what i have written you will be surprise shed tears laugh and feel loved the experience of reading these poems will not only having you thinking but also provide
you a solution to your problems the love relationships loss will have a morale and lesson that will put you at ease enjoy this mind and thought provoking experience because you too can
relate

A Poem for Your Thoughts 2014-03-29

want to read poetry but don t know where to start imagine going on a journey every day of the year and never leaving your chair every time you turn the page to the current date you will
experience a new poem written to inspire gratitude or evoke positive feelings life is full of blessings the spirit will guide your way if you quiet your mind and listen this poetry which is
inspired mainly by everyday events may be about love hope or god is written to open the mind to one s inner emotion often invoking a smile or even a tear join us for warm thoughtful words
that will fill your day with joy motivation and love each day is a new day which brings new adventures and renewed light into your life
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A Tapestry of Thoughts 1996-06-01

this book is more about articulating the thoughts that came in when i keenly noticed things around me from conversing to connecting with anything around was possible only by anxious
observation each poem unveils a hidden view which the reader may relate to their everyday life

366 Days of Thought-Inspiring Poetry 2023-05-24

it has been said that the heart of the young doesn t truly understand the meaning of or have the ability to feel the depths of true love i beg to differ as it is a young heart who loves
without reservations without walls and without conditions how else can you explain the forgiveness an abused child offers its parents daily or how an eighty year old man can still
remember the kisses of his high school sweetheart when he can no longer remember his own name there is great power in the young heart a power that does not easily fade when faced with
trials it is this power that escapes the cynical heart and evades those clouded by age and rules this is a story of young love a story of a deep strong and unfailing love that beat in the
heart of a child who becomes a woman within these pages join her as she faces her fears to fight for the love she so desperately desires

Tis Only My Thoughts 2006-11

sometimes our minds drift and we find ourselves in an alternate world where we get to create our own reality unfortunately these moments are lost as soon as we snap back from this
alternate world this book is about stories and experiences about times spent in this alternate world it brings these moments to life poem by poem each poem a shot of a thought it is an
album of thoughts packaged in words a slideshow that will stir both imagination and emotion

Connecting Thoughts 2021-05-24

thoughts to touch is a book of poetry that can relate to anyone no matter where you re from or how long you have been around the poems are international themed full of love lost
anger and happiness we all have feelings and many of us just hold them in this group of poems just might help you speak out

Poetry Turning Thoughts and Feelings Into Words 2007-05-01

the conscious thoughts of a poetic mind is more than just a book and more than just a collection of poetry my book is an essential daily reference for encouragement empowerment and
inspiration

Shots of My Thoughts 2019-06-24

writing has been a way of expressing my thoughts whether it was writing a letter lyrics to songs a plays or poetry it comes down to transforming my mind out of bounds and setting my
spirit free to create from the inner most part of your soul i never forgot what god had put on my heart to do his instructions were clear to me write it down dream about it i ll give you
what to say keep paper and pen ready listen to what people say listen to the birds in the morning listen to the rhythm of the objects read take notes look around you you will hear what
you need it s a matter of thoughts that will arouse your thinking from a different level to write in a way that is not the norm so this is a result of me following and obeying what was
given to me to do it s not me but god who continuously give meaning to the words so when you are listening to others it maybe a word or a phrase just remember what has happened in the
twinkling of an eye it s a matter of thoughts

Thoughts To Touch 2014-03-21

little pieces of inspiration picked up from several places make up this book yes it holds a bit of me but i think youd find that it holds a lot more of you this is an archive of thoughts hers his
yours mine ours pain bonds us more than we know

The Conscious Thoughts of a Poetic Mind 2019-11-02

this book is a collection of poems written by from the age of 19 to the present day it s a wide ranging poetry book detailing my thoughts and emotions good and bad throughout these years
of my life if you think of yourself as a person of deep thought and intense feeling then this book would be an excellent read for you take the time to check it out peace
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Matter of Thoughts 2014-05

book of poetry that courageously explores those wandering thoughts that many of us often wonder about

Archive of Thoughts 2018-01-12

this book written by edwin debiew is a book of sudden thoughts which came over his mind within the last few months edwin wanted to capture those thoughts in writing and decided to try his
hand at poetry edwin debiew is a poet who thinks outside of the normal poetic structure and conforms to his own rules of writing poetry he writes from his impromptu thoughts and allows
the poems to develop in his mind while formulating the final product edwin s ink pen adapts a mind of its own and cuts like a sword when needed and paints like a new brush at times edwin
creates poems just like a lyricist who recites verse after verse using various rhyme schemes poetry defined is a freedom of expression that is fluid like water simply meaning poetry can mean
many things to many people but the greatest thing about the meaning is that it is whatever you want it to be of course there has to be some grammatical and thematic cohesion but the
meaning can span from a to z if your mind flows freely the process of aligning words concertedly to arrive at a point with the intention to generate feelings is a good definition this is edwin
debiew s definition of poetry his new book impromptu poetry thoughts on my mind possesses various thought provoking themes while showing a variety of rhyme schemes edwin uses real life
examples of joy and daily issues and turns them into short poetic stories for readers to build upon from short tanaga s and clerihew s edwin flows long with the opposite of invictus and r
b songs and memories moreover impromptu poetry is edwin s story as he progresses in life his poems expounds on past experiences perceptions by others and relationships with others of the
world edwin gives credence in love poems for women to declare their great place in society impromptu poetry will make many laugh think invoke inner feelings and motivate and guide people
through the mind of a man who continues to strive for the best life has to offer

My Heart, My Mind, My Life 2007-11-01

poet leroy robert allen has experienced an exciting and unusual life most of his poetry in my thoughts that were never taught relates to how he was raised on the road and educated in the
school of hard knocks and how he has been inspired by life s struggles as well as its pleasures this selected compilation is a succinct illustration of allen s inherent ability to relate his
thoughts to his readers in my thoughts allen shares ideas that were never taught in any classroom but are truly results from those winding curves and slippery slopes he tackled on the
road of life his passion now lies in his writing lived collected and refined the final result my thoughts offers enjoyment and provides a glimpse at life through the eyes of a man who has
experienced it all and now shares his memories in verse

Wandering Thoughts 2021-11-02

this is a book of poetry the content of which has been evolving over a lifetime any talent demonstrated here had not come to bare until i decided to include the project in my bucket list any
social political or religious leanings you may detect are in no way meant to offend they have also taken a lifetime to evolve i hope you can enjoy the poems for what they are meant to be
stories that rhyme that may hopefully provoke thought perhaps one or two will make you laugh

Impromptu Poetry 2010-03-01

a collection of poems those short thoughts that pop into your head that verbal representation of emotion that is this book not deeply metaphorical or elusive but rather a path to find
visceral emotion

My Thoughts 2006-11-01

book of poetry

Memories of a Life and Other Thoughts 2022-03-15

here is a poem collection for everybody to lie back comfortably in their couch holding a cup of cocoa and lose themselves into a world of thoughts these thoughts seem to be so rhythmic
that we call them musical thoughts the poems in this book mainly focus on nature human behavior and elements which influence mood of a person the verses of this book may reflect one or
other point of your life just reading them may make you think that the author lives in an imaginary world but a deeper look at the words will reveal you something very real something to
which you can relate yourself
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Thoughts: a Collection of Poems 2021-12-08

this book is a simple yet powerful book of poems ending each subject at a positive note when you go through each subject it gives you a sense of motivation encouragement and the feeling of
completeness the rhyming tone of each poetry maintains the fun and inquisitiveness in reading till the end

Used Thoughts 2021-02-03

this book helps all who has fallen in love or even thought to have fall in love to never give up because there is always someone somewhere looking for the same thing they are but fear to
say it out loud in my heart of hearts i want eternity i want someone who wants me for me i want the love of words for a lifetime i want each time someone reads this book to let their inner
most thoughts unleashed and be not afraid to say i love you

Musical Thoughts 2016-04-08

a doorway to a secret garden is an inspirational and beaming dive to the thoughts of a passionate writer each chapter holds the symbol of a petal containing a multitude of thoughts
crowned with passion love light hope and kindness

Thoughts Have Wings To Touch The Sky 2017-01-25

make yourself your priority take a leave for a day this concrete jungle will not seize to function these venomous thoughts will not stop until they poison your brain these small
imperfections will not stop until they frustrate you to the core don t wait until your heart starts to rot start today start now mount on your stallion today

Thoughts Unleashed 2008-11-10

a collection of personal poetry inspired by world events personal events and random thoughts and feelings

THOUGHTS ALIGHT POETRY 2020-02-03

she feels the pain and the healing the grief and the gratefulness the anxiety and the hope he feels them too she has thoughts that she does not speak of out loud and so does he we all do we
fall we break we heal and we learn we all have thoughts that we try to decipher those random thoughts that pop into our mind those emotions we can t explain that talent hidden in us
they create abstract they create us their abstract thoughts is a poetry book that embarks on a journey full of emotions that most young adults experience in their daily life through
different points of views it covers themes such as depression love hope anxiety eating disorders heartbreak expectations society and self discovery

Feral Thoughts 2020-10-05

i often find myself wondering about the simple things that the world overlooks and i ask the question can i dive deeper into life deeper than what is just the everyday norm a feeling of poetry
takes you across the western plains of simplicity in a plan across a distant land and this book tries to explain or you can travel through an area of distant space being there in the sky
together you and i the imagination is sparked with creativity for its excitement its sadness its anger its wonder its realness this experience is not so much about the outward but more
about the inward expression of oneself or the feelings of things we encounter taking a concept from stop and smell the roses have you ever stopped to think about these things and what
they could mean a feeling of poetry explores these emotions and asks the question will you the reader explore the actual feelings conveyed in this poetry for it s the simple things that
matter dorian frost 1999

Poetry, Language, Thought 1983

synesthesia the poet is back again with another bookof abstract poetry abstract thoughts touches on a wide array of subjects that push and entice the readerto think and feel in ways
they might not do normally it has no agenda but rather an objective that is tostimulate the reader s creativity an attempt to amuse the musses so please enjoy
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A Collection of Thoughts and Poetry 1999-08-01

thoughts in poetry is my latest book that includes the ongoing process that takes on written form and expresses to my readers my feelings about life nature and the emotions of love that
in some way affects all people

A Mind Unfiltered 2019-04-27

the following poetry is a compilation of universal truth and understanding that has related even more understanding to me years later even after i wrote them so i composed the book the
same way it related to me and to others one poem might express an understanding of one part of yourself or life this year while the same poem might express another understanding of a whole
new light of thought later in life ones development of mind and soul consciously in ones life is a continuous process of understanding and healing daily yet some poems here might just be an
interesting related thought or perception to you in either way the reading of these poems is as it was written judgment free and open minded is to feel and understand life with an artistic and
creative mindset for a positive and healing understanding for all of life well into the future of all things known and unknown for us all master james a partch

Their Abstract Thoughts 2023-06-23

these thoughts are mine contains fictitious poetry with a variety of subject matter from scenarios of love to loss of love and loss of life these poems have been developed by the
imagination and fascination of emotion some poems may be sensitive in nature and should be read with the understanding that the content has been seen and perceived from the mind of the
author these thoughts are mine is intended to touch the hearts of others illuminate the human spirit and inspire people in hope faith and love

A Feeling of Poetry 2019-09-27

My Abstract Thoughts 2019-01-31

Thoughts In Poetry 2013-03-31

Theology Poetry 2010-01-25

The Art of English Poetry 1705

These Thoughts Are Mine 2008
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